
5 Driving Needs

Autonomy and independence

Thrive on change 
Adventure and risk      
Simplicity and ease

Valued and respected  
Learning and growth
Productivity and results 
Reputation and legacy
Challenge and progress

Understanding the “why”  
Making a difference
The greater good
Justice
Purposeful living  

Belonging

SecurityMeaning

Team harmony   
 relationships 

Clarity  
Structure 
Fair treatment 

Significance Freedom

What Matters Most

.....

.....

.....

.....

.....
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Belonging Freedom SignificanceSecurity MeaningFreedom

• Connection
• Inclusion
• Social Events

• Clarity
• Order
• Predictability

• Change
• Take Risks
• Adventure

• Achievement
• A Challenge
• Reputation

• Purpose
• Discovering the “Why”
• Making a Contribution

• Working Alone
• Too Much Virtual

Communication
• Conflict in the

Team

• The Unknown
• Too Sudden a

Change
• Not Enough Detail

• Too Much Order
• Too Much

Structure
• Too Much Status

Quo

• Lack of Progress
• Lack of Results
• Democratic

Recognition

• Futility
• Purpose-less Activity
• Not Understanding

the “Why”

• Rejection
• Not Being Included
• Unhealthy

Competition

• Inconsistencies
• Lateness
• Any Sense of

Threat

• Control
• Manipulation
• Entrapment

• Disrespect
• Being Under-valued
• Ridicule

• Others Treated Unfairly
• Hidden Agendas
• Selfish Motivation

• Cliquey
• Complaining
• Gossiping

• Shifts Blame
• Micro-manages
• Covers Their Butt

• Bends Rules
• Maverick
• Unresponsive

• Takes Credit
• Is Critical
• Political

• Checks-Out
• Is Cynical
• Binary Thinking

• Initiates Inclusive
Activities

• Accepts Others
Unconditionally

• Promotes Team

• Attention to Detail
• Creating Order
• Promotes Fairness

& Consistency

• Helps Others
Achieve Autonomy

• Innovative
• Spontaneous &

Flexible

• Achieves Huge Results
• Challenges the

Status Quo
• Drives for Excellence

& Quality

• Looks for Inspiration
• Demonstrates a Strong

Sense of What’s Right
& Wrong

• Dedicated to the Job

Gives 
Energy

Depletes 
Energy

Triggers

Unskillfully
Displayed

Skillfully 
Displayed



Partnering O/S

 
 

 

Connect on What Matters Most
To do this, you need to: 

Get what matters most to each other
Get why it matters
Prove you get it  

Understand What’s Possible
To do this, you need to: 

See what’s possible in their world 
Share what’s possible in your world 
Find the space of common ground

e  Progress
To do this, you need to: 

Integrate competing needs 
Discover an innovative solution 
Agree on a path forward



Create Connection and you release Oxytocin
 Oxytocin unlocks Trust, Rapport, Bonding

                            
                            
                            

Trigger Possibility and you release Dopamine
 Dopamine unlocks Motivation, Focus, 

    Innovation, Goal Orientation, Ingenuity

Build Progress and you release Serotonin
 Serotonin unlocks Agency, Belief, Confidence,

    Self-Efficacy

“I want 
to work 

 together” 

“I see an 
opportunity 

here”

“We can 
do this”

Conversation Releases Energy
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Energized Employees Get Better Results!



ENGAGED BUT DEPLETED

When you are depleted, you lose two things: 

1. Your executive function
2. Your social intelligence

 

2% of your
body weight

of your
energy20%
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Social Brain Rational Brain

Scans for connection cues
Triggered by past cues

Understands intentions
Assumes negative  intentions

Feels w hat people feel
Mirrors negative emotions

Produces a hunch
Makes lightning judgments

Releases partnering hormones
Releases binary hormones

Focuses attention
Distracts your attention

Regulates emotions
Reacts impulsively

Notices connections
Loses the thread

Predicts outcomes
Can’t see implications

Makes smart decisions
Makes unwise decisions

The Energized & Depleted Brain  
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THE PERFORMANCE EQUATION

PERFORMANCE equals: 

= PI
Ex

You (your skills, experience, education, passion, work ethic etc.)  
times your ENERGY level divided by the amount of 
INTERFERENCE you are experiencing. 

In other words, energy multiplies your performance, and 
interference fractionalizes it.
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M

Things that release energy for me are: Things that create interference for me are:

Create two lists:

Reviewing your lists, what are the things that you can influence? 
If you are a people leader, how do you know what is causing interference for your team? 

Your engagement survey is one level of data, or you can utilize the Energy Checks, or you can simply ask: 

1)  What’s energizing you right now and how can you and I partner to protect that?
2)  What’s the biggest form of interference that’s depleting you right now and how can we 
     partner to remove it?

You cannot eliminate interference completely, however identifying and reducing 
interference as quickly as possible (where possible) can free up energy required 
for your executive functions and social intelligence to work optimally.
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Find Common Ground
What Matters Most to both of you

I

Partner to find a solution

Invite them into your worldIn
2

44444

P
4

RELEASE ENERGY

Social
Brain

Rational
Brain

Connect on what matters most 

Understand  what’s possible 

The Power of Conversation

Their worldYour world

Step into their worldS1
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Co-create a path to progress



o Identify your own driving need.

o What might your employee’s driving need be?
 

o What cues and clues lead you to believe this 
    is their driving need?

o What insights can you draw from how they have 
   been showing up? 

o How have you been coaching them – more to 
   your driving need or to theirs? How do you know? 

o How might you adjust your approach for 
   your next conversation?

Reflecting on your coaching situations: 
• What can you do to encourage a partnership in your coaching conversations?  
• What adjustments do you need to make to ensure you are not coming across as “parenting?” 
  

Your Coaching Situation  
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Connect on What Matters Most         

To do this, you need to: 
                            Get what matters most to each other
                            Get why it matters
                            Prove you get it  

Understand What’s Possible     

To do this, you need to: 
                            See what’s possible in their world 
                            Share what’s possible in your world 
                            Find the space of common ground

Co-create a Path to Progress
To do this, you need to: 
                            Integrate competing needs 
                            Discover  an  innovative  solution
                            Agree on a path forward

 
“I see an  

opportunity
here”

“I want  
to work  

 together”  

“We can 
do this”

Release oxytocin and you create trust

Release dopamine and you create motivation

Release serotonin and you create confidence

PARTNERING O/S
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Conne

creates 
motivation

creates 
con�dence

creates 
trust

ction questions release oxytocin  (creates trust)

What ma tters most to you  in this situat ion? 
X is important to di�erent people for di�erent reasons. What is it about X that matters most to you? 
What matters most to me is X. 
What is i t we both want here? 

Possibility questions release dopamine (creates motivation )

What’s possible here?  

If you knew you couldn’t fail, what would you say is possible here? 

If you were a trusted coach, sitting across from yourself what would you advise is possible? 

I believe X is possible in this situation. 

Imagine if we could ….. What would that look like for you? 

Progress questions release serotonin  (creates confidence/belief)

How  might we partner to…? 

When this was working for you in the past, what was going on? 

What’s the next logical step you’d need to take? 

Here is how I might chunk down this challenge. 
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Partnering GPS: 

THE BLEND
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THE BLEND

1. Where am I in this moment?
2. Where is my partner?
3. How might we move forward?

Get Your Needs M
et

M
eet O

th
ers

’ N
eeds

Avoid
Tell a joke

Smooth things over 
Change the subject

Take Over Give In
Suppress valid needs 

Rush to early compromises
Concede the point

Interrupt and talk over
Need to be right

Demanding 

Blend Needs 
Connect on what matter most
Understand what’s possible

Co-create a path forward

Straightforwardly share 
what matters most to you 

Make sure you’ve been 
understood

Be direct – ask for what you need 
with a concrete request 

Call for a course-correct when 
your needs are going unmet

Before parting, ensure you 
haven’t settled

Ask your partner what 
matters most to them

Listen with intense interest 
until you’ve grasped what 
matters most

Prove that you’ve understood 
them and ask, “Have I got it?”

Ask them speci�cally what 
they need - “What would you 
�nd supportive?”

Ask, “Is there anything I’m 
missing?”



My Defaults In this (______) situation do I… 

TAKE OVER 
Push my point of view & become more persuasive

Take over 

Make sure I get my point across 

Jump to conclusions 

Interrupt frequently 

Listen for flaws in logic 

Become very direct & straightforward 

Be uncompromising & try to be right 

Do my best to win the argument 

Make sure I get my needs met 

BLEND NEEDS  
Do what it takes to get to mutual understanding 

Focus on finding a solution that works well for all 

Keep working through the issue until the  best solution emerges

Find a mutually satisfying solution 

Engage in respectful directness 

Try to find the common ground 

Ask powerful questions in diplomatic way 

Drive to get both my needs & the other’s needs met 

Make sure both my goals & the other’s goals get met 

Engage others & am personally involved in 

GIVE IN 
Comply with the other person’s argument 

Be overly accommodating & polite 

Stay open to the other person’s point of view 

Get quiet - letting people talk over me 

Let others win at my expense 

Focus on what the other person needs 

Withhold my view & ask questions to draw out the other person’s logic 

Be flexible to the point of being wishy-washy

Understand where the other person is coming from

Concede when the other person has a good point 

AVOID 
Avoid the controversy as much as possible 

Tell a joke to diffuse the situation 

Shut things down before they get heated 

Smooth the ruffled feathers 

Withhold my point of view 

End the conversation asap

Withdraw when things start to get tense 

Tell the other person what they need to hear so I can get out of the conflict 

Disengage 
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CONNECT ON WHAT MATTERS MOST

Work with your learning partner 

One of you will tell a 2 minute story about:

The other will:

Acknowledge what you believe mattered most. 

Storyteller can verify or clarify

Ask, “Why was that important?”

Sum up what you’ve learned about your partner 

1

2

3

A time you felt Appreciated, or
A time you were Successful, or
A time you made a Difference. 
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Find Out What Matters Most  
Go on a Treasure Hunt

 Seek out formal or informal ways to listen with intense interest and curiosity

 Listen for what matters most (beyond just the words) 

 Acknowledge (demonstrate you heard and understood them) in a natural way

 If appropriate ask the question “Why is that important to you”? Or 
“What is it about ____ that is important to you?”  

Note:  You can prompt this by asking the person to: “tell me a time when...”
Or “tell me about…” 

1

2

3

4



Keeping our Pulse on Energy

Front Line Employees
-
-

Supervisors
-
-

M Managers
-
-

S

M

Executive Director
-
-

LIVING ENGAGEMENT 
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As an extension of the Beyond Engagement 

training, you have access to an online BE 

Manager’s Toolkit that features extra tools, 

eLearning modules and resources.

BE Prepared 

To access your account:

Go to www.juiceinc.com/account
Type in your email  
Use the password:
Click “Login” to Juice

Scroll down and click on the BE Manager's Toolkit module 
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Energize your organization -  contac t us today:
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